Call For Abstracts
We Want Your Abstract for the 2021 Houston Professional Petroleum Data Expo!
The PPDM Association is bringing back the successful Houston Professional Petroleum Data Expo,
October 25-26, 2021, at the Westin Houston Memorial City. Attendees at this event can look
forward to building their own experience with multiple streams of presentations, panel discussions
and interactive sessions on a variety of topics.
Theme
The theme for this year’s Expo will be ‘Hindsight is 2020: Adapting, Surviving, and Thriving with
Data’ – presentations that match this theme will be given preference, however not all presentations
must match this theme for consideration. There are five specific tracks that have been selected of
highest interest to attendees and will be given priority in the agenda building by the Leadership
Team into streams. We are also looking for more presentations this year on Seismic data
management and Geospatial data management.
- Cloud
- Analytics
- Data Collaboration
- Mergers & Acquisitions
- PPDM Workgroups & Committees
Important Information
Abstracts will be reviewed/approved by the Houston Leadership Team. The deadline for abstracts
has been extended to June 18, 2021. Speakers may submit multiple abstracts. Abstracts may be
submitted through the PPDM website or email - events@ppdm.org. Abstracts must include name(s),
titles, contact details, a short outline, presentation type, and a brief biography. Speakers will be
given a 50% discount on the registration rate. Speakers must register two months ahead and are
required to fill out a Speakers Agreement. Presentations may be run multiple times depending on
interest. Only sponsor presentations will be permitted to have commercial content.
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What Types of Presentations We Are Calling For
There will be several types of presentations:
- Interactive Sessions –provide attendees with valuable takeaways or feedback. Interactive
sessions may include building sessions (ie: building a LinkedIn Profile), 20/20s (20 mins
presentation/20 mins discussion), specific topic deliberations, campfire discussions, or
other interactive types. Interactive sessions are the most highly requested presentations by
attendees.
- Traditional presentations.
- Panel discussions.
- A combination of the above.
There will be five different stages in different rooms dedicated to streams of presentations – if you
have a specific stream you wish your abstract to be considered for, please indicate in your abstract
submission. Case Study presentations featuring vendors and operators are popular with the
attendees and may be given preference.
Thank you to the Houston Leadership Team
• Megan Potter, ConocoPhillips (Chair)
• Amii Rozell, IHS Markit
• Amy Moore, Stonebridge Consulting
• Andrew Garrett, Red Hat
• Courtney Samohyl, Independent
• Dawn James, Microsoft
• Derek Garland, WellDrive
• Donna Wise Joseph, Shell
• John Renfro, Wood Mackenzie
• Kelly Sanchez, Independent
• Marcus Jennings, Occidental
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